ENGRAVE & CUT FABRIC

Epilog’s laser systems have revolutionized the way that fabric companies are creating custom appliqués. As the laser cuts the fabric, it will sear the edge of the material, stopping the fabric from fraying on the edges. From cotton, to suede, to twill, to nylon, a laser system can cut and engrave them all!

Cut Fabric
Cut intricate appliqués in-house from multiple layers of twill, all in one step.

Engrave Fabric
Etch any image on twill, cotton, microfibers, leather and more.

Business Expansion
Add to your business the ability to create professionally engraved fabrics, further expanding your product line.
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Laser Benefits

- The highly accurate precision of a laser beam provides greater consistency and control.
- The cut edge is cleanly seared by the laser.
- You’ll see increased speed and higher cutter throughput than ever before.
- The laser creates an extremely small cut width, allowing you to show off your most precise, detailed designs.

Engraving & Etching

An Epilog Laser allows you to take your fabric or embroidery business to the next level by offering custom engraved fabrics.

- Etch any image on nearly any type of fabric.
- Create your image in any graphic software and simply print it to the laser.
- You can laser etch cotton, twill, microfibers, leather and much more!
- You can even branch out into wood, acrylic, plastic, marble and many other engraveable materials.

Machines to Fit Your Needs

Whether you are looking for a small, entry-level system to cut sheets of tulle or a large-format machine to engrave fleece jackets, we design a range of laser systems to meet varying needs.

Contact Epilog today for more info and to set up a demo!